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Hassle-Free Services & Support
Overcome technical challenges with our team of experienced engineers 
and technicians. Whether it’s a simple answer or on-site troubleshooting, 
we can help any time, every time. Accurate and consistent presentation of 
images is a critical requirement for radiology displays.

Let the Phoenix Advanced raise your reading room to new
ergonomic levels. The newest line electronically goes from
24.9” to 50.6”. Choose from an electronic monitor mount or
manual monitor mount. Both options move monitors
forward and backward in unison and allow the monitors
to move up and down independently from the table.

The Phoenix includes cable management, monitor mount, personal airThe Phoenix includes cable management, monitor mount, personal air
circulation, power bar under the surface of the table, and
wireless charging for the user.

Phoenix Advanced

7 years limited parts warranty. All metal frame, tubes and welded 
metal components are warranted for a period of 7 years from the 
date of purchase. Electrical components and wires are warranted for 
a period of 5 years from the date of purchase. The surface is a 10 
year warranty against defects. Normal wear and tear not warranted.

Cable Management Box and Cable Ladder 

LED Task Dimmable Task Light
Personal Air Circulation Cooling Vent
Wireless charging included on surface of desk
12-Outlet Powerbar included
2 A/C and 2 USB ports with a sliding cover
Pick from manual mount or electronic mount
4 Programmable Presets Available

350lbs
26.9” to 47”h
72”w or 60”w (more sizes available upon request)

Warranty

Cable Management

Surface Task Lighting
Personal Air Ventilation 
Wireless Charging
Additional Power Outlets In Cable Management Trough
Surface Power
Monitor Adjustment

Programmable Presets

Weight Capacity
Height Adjustability
Surface Size

DBIPHA272/DBIPHA260Features
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Phoenix Advanced

Phoenix Monitor Mount

Each user needs to be able to easily adjust the monitor so 
that the top of the screen is at or slightly below eye level.

When in standard viewing mode, the monitor should be at 
an arm’s length distance. In reading rooms, the monitors 
need to have the ability to move forward and backward.

The newest monitor mount on the PhoenixThe newest monitor mount on the Phoenix Advanced 
allows users to easily adjust the monitors for standard 
viewing or closer viewing for each read. 

Choose between manual or electric monitor mount.

Task Lighting

The task lighting on the Phoenix Advanced illuminates 
the workspace without changing the lighting for the entire 
room.

Power

The Phoenix Advanced features a 12-outlet 
power bar in the cable management box, 
wireless charging, and  2 USB and A/C out-
lets on the surface of the desk with a sliding 
cover to protect from spills. 
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Phoenix Advanced

Surface and Base Color Options:
Desk depicted in Skyline Walnut top and black base.

Cable Management

Keep wires tidy with cable management box Keep wires tidy with cable management box 
and cable ladder. Both allow IT teams quick 
access for any changes that need to happen 
immediately or down the road. 12-Outlet 
Power bar included in cable box for additional 
power for equipment on table. 

Single or Dual Surface Available

Select a dual or single surface. The Dual Surface 
offers more ergonomic adjustability. The manual 
mechanism raises and lowers the front keyboard 
surface. Also allows the surface to positive or 
negative tilt. 

Dual surface depicted above, single surface Dual surface depicted above, single surface 
below:

7 years limited parts warranty. All metal frame, tubes and welded metal components are warranted for a period of 7 
years from the date of purchase. Electrical components and wires are warranted for a period of 5 years from the date 
of purchase. The surface is a 10 year warranty against defects. Normal wear and tear not warranted.

CPU holder (Add-On)

Adjustable CPU holder included.    Sup-
ports CPU’s 3.5” to 9.3” width and up to 
22.5” height. Additional CPU holder 
available upon request
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Comparison Chart


